Cross-power spectral density analysis of pursuit tracking. Evaluation of central and peripheral pathology.
Twenty-one normal subjects were evaluated for pursuit tracking performance at frequencies of .2, .4, .8, 1.2 and 1.6 Hz. Measures of phase (lead or lag of target), gain (amplitude of response) and spectral purity (distortion of smooth tracking) were obtained by a cross-power spectrum analysis of the stimulus input and the eye movement output. It was determined that normal subjects could quite adequately track a target moving at .4 Hz. After establishing this parameter for normals, 43 patients with central and peripheral pathology related to the vestibulo-oculomotor system were tested at this frequency. Data revealed that not only central lesions but also peripheral labyrinthine impairment could cause a marked decrement in pursuit tracking ability. Also, marked changes in tracking were evident following both central and peripheral surgical procedures.